
Lucas Arbour NAX Testimonial  
After deciding to leave my home club of CAC I played at Northern Alberta Xtreme academy for 
two years in the 2015-2016 and 2016-2017 seasons. Academically NAX has a definite edge over 
any club team because of the ability to have both your studies and hockey joined under one 
program. At any other club team, hockey and your academics live separately and at times the two 
can interfere with each other. At first, I was nervous about juggling the amount of school I would 
be missing for showcase weekends but the approach NAX has taken towards academics make it 
very doable. Paula Smith as academic coordinator works with all players to ensure that the 
academic side of NAX is up to par with the hockey component. The teachers at school are also 
very familiar with the situation every NAX player is in and as long as you work with them, they 
will work with you. Speaking to a teacher before leaving on a trip and understanding what will 
be missed and completing those tasks ensures that the player is always on top of his studies. 
When on the road, Paula also organized study periods during down times to allow adequate time 
to complete the tasks assigned by teachers. Any exams the players miss is done during these 
times. I appreciated these times because it allowed me to complete the work I needed to and 
ensure I did not fall behind upon returning to school the following Monday. These study times 
kept the course load manageable. While it is not easy, if you put in the effort it is doable. The 
fact that NAX and the teachers have my studies as a top priority helped me to realize my 
academic goals over the course of the two years I played for NAX. I will be attending the 
University of Alberta starting in the 2018-2019 year pursuing a degree in Finance and I credit my 
two years at NAX with teaching me many skills that I will use going forward. Time 
management, organization and work ethic are skills I acquired and improved over my time with 
NAX. No player stepping into the NAX program should be worried about the academic side as it 
is put together with your success in mind. 
 


